The Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion celebrates the rich tapestry of human experiences at Emory University. This month, June 2021, we recognize Pride Month and Juneteenth. In collaboration with campus partners, we have curated resources that highlight, educate, and encourage a sense of community.

**Pride Month**

**National Museum of American History**

**June is Pride Month!**
Gender, love, sexuality, and desire are among the most complicated areas of human history. Always varied, often hidden, and never static, LGBTQ+ stories are found across NMAH collections.

LGBTQ+ history is a part of American history that the museum has been documenting since its founding, both knowingly and unknowingly.

Our collections span centuries and include objects related to protest and politics, medicine and psychology, love and marriage, sports and entertainment, and more. Sometimes, curators and archivists collected objects for a specific reason that later turned out to have LGBTQ+ connections. For example, the numismatics collection has coins that were collected decades ago with the likenesses of emperors and royalty, such as Queen Christina of Sweden, who expressed same-sex attraction. Identities, terms, and definitions related to sexual orientation and gender identity have been in flux as long as there have been humans. The museum is continually adding to and mining our existing resources in order to better understand evolving and overlapping identities such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, transsexual, transvestite, mahu, homosexual, fluid, invert, merging, third sex, two sex, gender-bender, sapphist, hijra, friend of Dorothy, drag queen/king, and many other experiences.

**RESOURCES**

**Emory**
- Office of LGBT Life
- Primary Sources for LGBT Research: Gay Liberation Movement
- The Rose Library Acquires the Papers of Atlanta LGBTQ+ Rights Activist Winton Johnson

**External**
- Atlanta Pride
- Celebrate Pride
- City of Atlanta LGBTQ Affairs
- It’s Pride Month. Here’s what you need to know
- Southern Fried Queer Pride 2021
- The Stonewall of the South That History Forgot

**Juneteenth**

**Giving Voice: The Rest of His Story with Dr. Marion Hood**
School of Medicine | Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Thursday, June 17, 2021 | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

**Register Here**

In 1959, Dr. Marion G. Hood applied to Emory School of Medicine, but was denied consideration for admission due to his race during a painful time of segregation in this country. Despite this obstacle, Dr. Hood went on to have a long and distinguished career in the field of gynecology and obstetrics.

During our virtual celebration of Juneteenth, Emory School of Medicine will formally apologize to Dr. Hood and invite him to share the rest of his story with our SOM community. His message of tenacity and resilience in the quest to be a physician will inspire our students, faculty and staff.

**RESOURCES**

**Emory**
- Juneenth event to feature acclaimed doctor who overcame medical school rejection based on race

**External**
- Juneteenth: A Celebration of Resilience
- Juneteenth: Connecting The Historic To The Now
- Juneteenth Atlanta Parade & Music Festival
- What is Juneteenth?